The main motivation for this work is how to handle the circumvent problem encountered in decorrelating perfect coherent multipath signals over MIMO-CDMA channel with small number of sensors and few data snapshots. The authors propose a new iterative space-time lifting preprocessing (ISTLP) decorrelating scheme that guarantees a perfect decorrelating of a great number of impinging signals even when they are fully correlated and overlaying in space and time domains. It is based on exploiting iteratively the spatial and temporal redundancies arising from multiple antennas and multiple slots. The temporal lifting scheme is introduced first, for efficient tracking and cancelling of ISI, MAI and noise effects within the bank of the N-tapped-delay-lines associated with the user of interest. Secondly, this iterative multi-resolution approach will be coupled to a preprocessing scheme to allow easy transformation of resulting temporal-lifted covariance matrix from time domain to an equivalent Vandermonde structure in frequency domain to be exploited in spatial lifting step. Two detection criteria are therefore established to attempt the convergence state in ISTLP algorithm. Finally, a JADE -Capon method based on ST-MVDR beamformer is applied to the spatial-temporal-lifted preprocessed covariance matrix to compute the joint azimuth-direction-of-arrival and delay of desired K i multipath signals. The efficacy and high resolution capability of the proposed estimation approach is supported by numerical simulation results.
Introduction
In last few years, there has been a growing interest in joint direction-of-arrival (DOA) and delay estimation algorithms for online location-based services over high correlated multipath multiple-input multiple-output code division multiple access (MIMO-CDMA) communication channel. In spite of its practical importance, the high correlation situation referred to as perfect coherent case due to dense multipath and/or extreme non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions has not received considerable attention in recent MIMO works. Given only the pseudo-noise (PN) code sequence associated with such interesting user, the MIMO-CDMA base station has to apply a special signal processing algorithm to identify the number of desired incoming coherent signals (multipaths) and to sort out their corresponding joint DOA/delay. Such desired information is generally obtained by correlating the received signals on various sensors, which in the spatial-temporal field are represented by their space -time covariance matrix (STCM). Recently, a wide variety of joint DOA/delay estimation techniques that exploit the STCM have already been proposed. They include the earlier version of the threedimensional estimation of signal parameters via rotational invariance techniques (3D-ESPRIT) [1 -3] , space-time multiple signal classification (ST-MUSIC) method based on high-order subspace-based technique [4 -6] and the maximum-likelihood (ML) solution based on likelihood maximisation function (LMF) [7 -9] . Both ST-MUSIC and 3D-ESPRIT methods require a sufficient number of data snapshots and that the incoming multipath signals have moderate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values to be able to resolve multipath sources localisation problem. Or in realtime application, especially in rich scattering environment, the propagation medium is too dynamic and the SNR is not stable over long duration of observation, what influences the resolution of these methods and consequently limiting their application. In addition, the ML estimator requires a high computational effort owing to its LMF and thereafter it cannot yield accurate estimates of the DOA and delay of all desired multipath signals [10] . The limited capabilities of these methods in resolving multipath sources localisation problem in MIMO-CDMA channel require the development of news multipath sources localisation techniques based on more advanced array signal processing methods and adaptive beamforming technology. Such signal-processing methods that aim to support decorrelating capability of the previously cited estimation techniques have been proposed, but they consider only the single-input multiple-output (SIMO) cases. The 'spatial-smoothing scheme', the 'bidirectivity-smoothing scheme' and the 'modified spatialsmoothing scheme' are the most popular. In this paper, we present a new iterative space-time lifting preprocessing (ISTLP) scheme that aimed at decorrelating the high space-time correlated signals over multiuser MIMO-CDMA communication channel. A JADE -Capon method based on space-time minimum variance distortionless response (ST-MVDR) beamformer is applied to the spatial-temporal-lifted preprocessed covariance matrix (STLPCM) to compute the space-time channel parameters of multipaths associated with such user of interest.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, a multiuser MIMO-CDMA signal model is formulated. The details of the popular existing spatial and/or temporal decorrelating scheme as well as the proposed ISTLP decorrelating scheme are introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the new JADE -Capon method proposed for estimation of space -time channel parameters of coherent signals over MIMO-CDMA system. The simulation results are presented in Section 5 to support the efficacy of using JADE -Capon method based on ST-MVDR beamformer in conjunction with the ISTLP decorrelating scheme to enhance real-time location-based services. Finally, we draw some conclusions in Section 6. Section 8 is reserved to appendix.
Multiuser MIMO-CDMA system model
Let us consider the uplink of an M-user asynchronous (16_QAM) MIMO-CDMA communication system operating in a multipath propagation environment [11, 12] . It is assumed that a symbol rate maximisation scheme is employed through the MIMO channel [13 -15] . With this former scheme, each user is employing N transmit antennas whereas the base station has an array of N antennas. It is also assumed that the transmitted signal from the jth antenna element of the ith user arrives at the receiver via K ij multipaths. Consider that the kth path due to the jth transmit antenna of the ith user is departing in direction having azimuth and elevation angles ( u ij , f ij ) and arrives at the base station receiver from azimuth direction u ijk with channel propagation parameters b ijk and t ijk representing the fading coefficient and path-delay, respectively [16] . The model in reception is simplified and only the one-dimensional case (u, 0) is taken into account ( Table 1) .
The overall continuous-time baseband received signalvector X (t) due to M users can hence be obtained as
For notational convenience, the received signal can be rewritten in a more compact form as
where ∀i [ {1, 2, . . . , M }.
and ∀j [ {1, 2, . . . , N }.
where
. . , (1/2)}} denotes the ith user's sequence of M_QAM channel symbols transmitted by its jth antenna element during the nth channel symbol period T cs , with
exp(−j k ij r ij ) and
representing the space array steering vector for the transmitting mobile terminal associated with the ith user and the space array steering vector associated with the kth path from the jth transmit antenna of the ith user at the 
are the transmit-sensor location matrix and the wave number vector pointing towards the direction-of-departed (DOD) having azimuth and elevation angles (
[ cos u ijk , sin u ijk , 0 ] T are the receiver-sensor location matrix and the wave number vector pointing towards the AOA having azimuth direction u ijk . m ij (t) is the base-band modulated signal associated to the jth transmit antenna of the ith user. c PN,i (t) denotes one period of the PN spreading waveform associated with the ith user and applied across all its transmitting antenna elements. The noise vector N(t) consists of N independent zero-mean complex Gaussian components with
where s 2 n is the power of the narrow-band noise. The kth signal component of the received signal-vector X (t) due to the jth receiving antenna element, k [ {1, 2, . . . , N } is therefore sampled at a constant sampling rate F s = 1/T c and then passed through a tappeddelay-line (TDL) of length 2N c timeslots. In total, a bank of N-TDLs is available at the front-end of the receiving antenna array [17] . A chip-matched filter may be employed at the input of each receiving antenna element. The 2N cdimensional discretised output frame due to the kth TDL at the n o th observation period is defined by x k [n o ] and the total formed discretised signal is represented by the complex matrix X [n]
L obs denotes the observation length or the number of snapshots. Using matrix notation, the discretised received signal can be expressed as a linear combination of the space-time array steering matrix H i , the matrix of fading coefficients B i , the message signal matrix M i associated with the ith user and the sampled noise vector as follows
with
l ijk is the discrete version of the path delay
c i represents one period of the PN-sequence of the ith user padded with N c zeros at the end. s i jk is the total kth path length due to the jth transmit antenna associated with the ith user and c is the propagation velocity. S(u ijk ) can be considered as the space array steering vector or spatial signature and (j l ij2 c i ) the time steering vector or temporal signature of the kth path due to the jth transmit antenna associated with the ith user. J is a 2N c × 2N c shift operator matrix, having the following expressions
3 Spatial and/or temporal decorrelating scheme of coherent signals
Preprocessing scheme
The STCM associated with received signals is defined by the following relation
A practical covariance matrix can be formed using ML [8] estimate for an observation interval equivalent to L obs snapshots asR
In this paper we are restricted to online tracking applications, therefore a finite observation interval with few snapshots is considered (L obs 0). Respecting this assumption and adopting the previously described multipath MIMO-CDMA propagation model, the incoming rays are always high spatially correlated, high temporally correlated or high spatio-temporally correlated (perfectly coherent). The message signal covariance matrix R MM is therefore not full rank, different relations between the received multipath signals hold and hence,R XX will be non-diagonal and singular. An advanced signal processing technique based on preprocessing scheme introduced by Evans and Al [18] will be first generalised to our MIMO-CDMA context and therefore applied as a successful key to grantee the non-singularity of the practical covariance matrixR XX . As a result, a preprocessed covariance matrix is obtained as followŝ
with O P is the preprocessing operator defined as
It merely ensures the passage from the temporal dimension of R XX to frequency domain. This transformation leads to an equivalent Vandermonde structure that will be exploited in the space-time decorrelating scheme. F is the equivalent Vandermonde structure of the Fourier transformation matrix expressed as
H represents the preprocessed space-time steering matrix associated with the M users. A proof of obtaining the following expression is cited in Appendix
3.2 Bidirectivity-smoothing preprocessing (BSP), spatial-smoothing preprocessing (SSP) and modified-spatial-smoothing preprocessing (MSSP) decorrelating schemes
The BSP decorrelating scheme was introduced by Marius Pesavento in [19, 20] . This former scheme is generalised to our application. Modifications are introduced overR P to obtain a bidirectivity-smoothed preprocessed covariance matrix aŝ
where D is the bidirectivity-smoothed spatial steering matrix and E is an exchange matrix defined as
A spatial-smoothing decorrelating scheme introduced in [21, 22] is considered in our study. With this scheme, a uniform linear array (ULA) is divided into N SS overlapping subarrays, each of size L SS . Let sensors {1, 2, . . . , L SS } forming the first subarray, sensors {2, 3, . . . , L SS + 1} forming the second subarray, and so on. The resulting spatially smoothed preprocessed covariance matrix is defined as the means of the N SS subarrayŝ
where the expressions ofH SS,n ss and D Q SS are given in Appendix (Section 8.2).
By combining the BSP scheme and the SSP scheme a 'modified spatial-smoothing preprocessing' (MSSP) scheme is carried out [23] . The modified spatially smoothed covariance matrix is simply defined aŝ
E Q is similar to the exchange matrix E defined previously but with size (2L SS N c × 2L SS N c ).
Proposed ISTLP decorrelating scheme
Consider a receiving base station equipped with an ULA of N antenna elements. Assumed a bank of N-TDLs with each of length 2N c timeslots is available at the front-end of the ULA. This length is chosen to make sure that all the samples of an entire data symbol period are captured within the N-TDLs. Owing to the rich scattering multi-user environment and the lack of synchronisation, the impinging signals are no longer orthogonal after the multipath propagation and the samples components of each TDL are not only the contributions from current symbols associated with the desired user, but also a contributions from data symbols associated with the remainder of users, and from the previous and next data symbols. Consequently, with these longer TDLs, more noise, intersymbol interference (ISI), co-channel interference (CCI) and multiple-access interference (MAI) powers but not more desired signal power would be captured within the N-TDLs and therefore high-order spatial -temporal complexity arises when decorrelating the multipath signals [24] . To overcome this temporal-ambiguity, as well as the spatial-ambiguity and to ensure the effective separation of the coherent signals, a digital search for the optimal numbers of sub-TDLs and subarrays that may be extracted from the original bank of TDLs and the original ULA must be carried out. Since the number of coherent signals is usually unknown in real cases, a digital search based on iterative microscopic smoothing process referred to as space-time lifting scheme will serves a good solution to achieve the last goals. The proposed scheme can be applied in cases of low and slow fading or in fast and severe fading, respectively. It exploit iteratively the spatial redundancy arising from multiple receiving antennas (inter-sensor and intra-sensor tracking) and temporal redundancy arising from multiple slots (interslot and intra-slot tracking) to isolate and estimating the varying channels parameters.
Consider iteration (i), as similar to 'spatial-smoothing scheme', the N-ULA is divided into N S }. Finally, referring to the last detail, the overall STLPCM at the ith iteration is hence obtained as followŝ
where the expressions of D
STL,s,t , are given in Appendix (Section 8.3). Table 2 summarises the number of subarrays, number of sub-TDLs, length of subarrays and the length of sub-TDLs for possible iterations associated with given N-ULA and bank of N-TDLs of length 2N c timeslots.
4
JADE -Capon method based on ST-MVDR beamformer in conjunction with ISTLP scheme
The ST-MDVR beamformer is a class of adaptive space-time beamformer that use array processing technique to control the directionality of a radiation pattern. It aims to receive the desired multipath signals and suppresses CCI and noise effects, by minimising the contributions of the signals along the undesired azimuth-DOA/delay while maintaining the gain along the specified space -time directions. In reality it is achieved by digital optimisation based on minimum variance criterion (MVC) applied to the practical spacetime matched filter (STMF) beamformer incorporated within our receiver architecture. Considering the ith iteration of our proposed ISTLP scheme and adopting the MVC to the STMF beamformer, we obtain the STL-MDVR beamformer for iteration (i) as follows
Using the Lagrange multiplier, the solution to the last constraint optimisation can be found as follows
is the spatial-temporal-lifted matched filter beamformer associated with the desired user at the ith iteration such that timeslots, achieved at the ith iteration. The joint azimuth-DOA/delay of the multipath signals associated with desired user at the iteration (i) can then be found jointly from the output spatial -temporal spectrum of the Table 2 Details of spatial and temporal shifts at iteration (i)
Iteration i
Number of subarrays Number of sub-TDLs Length of subarrays Length of sub-TDLs
IET Wirel. Sens. Syst., pp. www.ietdl.org STL-MDVR beamformer which has the following expression
We note that the inverse ofR associated with such desired user and achieved at the ith iteration is computed using the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [26] . Let us consider the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) ofR
T − l) smallest eigenvalues and their associated eigenvectors at the ith iteration.
Proposed DCEP_JADE-Capon algorithm: Let K (i)
d,P be the practical number of multipath signals achieved using detection criterion exploiting peaks in JADE -Capon spatial-temporal spectrum (DCEP_JADE -Capon) at the ith iteration
u/l (k) presents the ML estimates of desired azimuth-DOAs or delays at the ith iteration.
are the noise-plus-interference (NI) and desired spatialtemporal-lifted preprocessed covariance matrices given at the ith iteration such that
is the unitary matrix allowing this coordinate transformation [27] .
d,P are compared at each iteration (i). The equality case grantee the convergence state in the ISTLP decorrelating scheme, thus the joint azimuth-DOA's and delays associated with our user of interest are achieved. The following flowchart depicted in Fig. 1 gives us more details.
Simulation results
Let us consider the system simulation environment as well as the space -time channel parameters associated with desired user and illustrated in Table 3 . Assumed that the desired user is having K 11 = 3 paths, K 12 = 2 paths, K 13 = 3 paths and K 14 = 2 paths for plane waves departing from the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th transmit antenna elements associated with the desired mobile terminal.
The plots (a), (b) and (c) in Fig. 2 show the eigenvalue analysis associated with the different decorrelating schemes as function of observation interval length (number of data snapshots L obs ). It can be revealed from these plots that the resolution of the proposed ISTLP decorrelating scheme do not depend on L obs , which means that it can be implemented within future processors for online space-time location-based-services over MIMO-CDMA communication channel. However, the decorrelating capabilities of other schemes including the preprocessing-only, the SSP, the BSP and MSSP schemes are strongly dependent on observation interval length. This can be explained easily by looking at the change of the distributions of their associated eigenvalues each time the number of observation changes. Their uses will then be restricted to the favourable conditions of the propagation medium within the channel and/or localisation processors functioning on recordings carried out previously.
An important result is shown in Fig. 2d , and it illustrates the subspace analysis related to preprocessing-only scheme and the proposed ISTLP decorrelating scheme for iterations i = 1 and i = 2. With the preprocessing-only scheme, we can clearly distinguish between the desired signal subspace, the interference subspace and the noise subspace. Unfortunately in such situation, we cannot apply directly the AIC due to the existence of two 
IET Wirel. Sens. Syst., pp. 1 -14 7 doi: 10.1049/iet-wss.2011.0065 threshold levels within the eigenvalue vector, which requires a preliminary analysis of the preprocessed covariance matrix bringing to the elimination of interference subspace or its incorporation within the noise subspace. Moreover, the estimated dimensionality of the desired signal subspace is too reduced compared to the desirable dimensionality. This is due to the domination of ISI, MAI and noise effects. Whereas by applying the proposed ISTLP decorrelating scheme, we can make a possible fight effectively and in a progressive way against the ISI, MAI and noise effects, respectively, for iterations 1 and 2. Thus, the high capability of the proposed ISTLP decorrelating scheme in cancelling the ISI and MAI effects enables their incorporation with noise in a single Fig. 2 Eigenvalue analysis, subspace analysis using EVD and multipath signal detection using AIC for different decorrelating schemes a Eigenvalue analysis, L ¼ 10 snapshots b Eigenvalue analysis, L ¼ 500 snapshots c Eigenvalue analysis, L ¼ 1000 snapshots d Subspace analysis using, EVD, L ¼ 10 snapshots e Multipath signal detection using AIC creterion, L ¼ 10 snapshots subspace as well as an accurate estimation of desired signal subspace dimensionality.
Based on a small number of snapshots (L obs = 10) and applying the AIC, we obtained the results shown in Fig. 2e . It illustrates the probability of detection (P d ) as function of SNR at the input of the receiving beamformer for the different decorrelating schemes treated in this paper. In spite of the application of the preprocessing scheme, P d remains lower than 0.2 same for high values of SNR. Practically only two multipaths are identified and estimated accurately. Applying the SSP scheme with N SS = 2 subarrays of L SS = 7 sensors each, we obtained the result shown in Fig. 3a . We note that all simulation results illustrated in Fig. 3 are computed with SNR = 10 dB and L obs = 500 snapshots. Five dominant peaks corresponding to the joint azimuth-DOA and delay of five multipaths associated with the desired user are clearly seen and they exactly coincide with the real azimuth-DOA/delay. Although the delay of the co-delay's multipaths is identified, their associated azimuth-DOA were not resolved. Theoretically, only six multipaths are identified with P d = 0.64. The capability of SSP scheme to separate the incoming multipaths is limited by the number of sensors employed in the receiving ULA, since the size of each subarray must be at least L SS = K d + 1 = 11; however, the maximum number of sensor in our case cannot exceed L SS, max = N − 1 = 7 sensors.
The application of the BSP decorrelating scheme yelled the result shown in Fig. 3b . The bidirectivity suggests the conservation of translational equivalence in spite of the complete rotation of the antenna array. It is clearly seen that the joint azimuth-DOA/delay of seven multipaths are estimated accurately. In detection step, the maximum probability achieved is P d ≃ 0.72, which corresponds at the pure of cases to seven multipaths of ten associated with our user of interest. Combining the SSP and the BSP schemes, the MSSP scheme is obtained. It yelled the result shown in Fig. 3c with a probability of detection nearest to 0.9. Referring to this figure, more multipaths compared to the SSP scheme are successfully identified and their azimuth-DOA/delay were estimated accurately. Compared to the BSP scheme, only the delay of the co-delay's multipaths is estimated accurately, and the azimuth-DOA remains not resolved yet.
Applying the JADE -Capon method in conjunction with the proposed ISTLP decorrelating scheme, we obtained the simulation results shown in Fig. 4 . These graphs illustrate the output spatial-temporal spectrum of the STL-MDVR beamformer for the first iteration with SNR = 5 dB and L obs = 10 snapshots. It is clearly seen that the directions and time-delays of all the incoming multipaths associated with the desired user are provided correctly even in the case of co-delayed, co-directional, close-delayed and closedirectional coherent signals. This imply the effectiveness of the proposed STL scheme and the adaptive processing in cancelling the noise, MAI and ISI effects and therefore in overcoming the circumvent problem encountered with coherent case. Moreover, referring to Fig. 2e, 100% of detection was achieved still at the first iteration with SNR less to 3 dB and nearest 0 dB at the second iteration, respectively.
The combination of the adaptive estimation approach (JADE -Capon method based on ST-MDVR beamformer) and the proposed ISTLP decorrelating scheme have made it possible to cancel effectively the noise and interferences effects; consequently, the reduction of the numbers of subarrays and sub-TDLs required to guarantee the resolution of the joint azimuth-DOA/delay estimation problem occur. Moreover, the proposed ISTLP scheme reduces iteratively the initial dimensions of the practical covariance matrix, which refine the processing-time in terms of calculus operations and achieve a memory gain.
Moreover, we demonstrated that the proposed scheme can work even if the number of receiving antennas is too smaller than the number of multipaths; this result is depicted in Fig. 5 . In fact, with only N = 4 sensors we arrived to solve all the incoming ways associated with our desired user, which enables us to incorporate the proposed scheme within small smart array receiver to deal with highly scattered environment or military scenario for future real-time location-based services. Fig. 6a shows the total azimuth-DOA/delay root mean square error performance and their respective DOA/delay-CRB against the SNR for both, JADE -Capon and JADE-MUSIC estimation methods. We can observe noticeable statistical performance improvements achieved via the proposed adaptive estimation approach based on JADECapon algorithm compared to the subspace one based on JADE-MUSIC estimator, in both, spatial and temporal resolutions. Hence, the performance of the first one is comparable to that of CRB in all SNR conditions and is also close to the CRB in the case of SNR . 5 dB for AOA parameters and SNR . 0 dB for time delays. Fig. 6b shows us the JADE -Capon pseudo-spectrum for two multipaths with theoretical DOA of 308 and 458 and theoretical delays of 0.8 and 1 ms, for which we varied the ratio R (inter-sensors-spacing) so that d = l/R. We observed that for a values of R higher than 2, the peaks representative of DOA become increasingly broad but they remain still acceptable even for a value of R ¼ 4. However, the delay peaks remain invariable, what reveals the high spatial-temporal resolution of the proposed space-time estimation approach. Table 4 summaries the computational complexities and computation times associated with the different algorithms presented in this paper. It is clearly seen that the proposed JADE -Capon with ITSLP decorrelating scheme outperforms all other algorithms in sharpness and computational load. Although the JADE -Capon with MSSP decorrelating scheme was near to identify the spatiotemporal channel parameters associated with the desired incoming paths, its computational complexity as well as its computation time were too high and even unacceptable.
Conclusions
This paper treated the problem of identification and joint estimation of spatio-temporal channel parameters of a great unknown number of perfect coherent multipath signals associated with such desired user over multiuser MIMO-CDMA system. First, three decorrelating approaches such as BSP, SSP and MSSP schemes often met in SIMO cases were generalised to MIMO-CDMA context. Although they are executed with high SNR level and a great number of data snapshots, the decorrelating schemes were incompetent to identify all the incoming ways associated with our user of interest. Moreover, they demand a high computational load, especially the MSSP scheme although it outperforms the PSP and SSP schemes in terms of path's resolvability. Thereafter, a new ISTLP decorrelating scheme was proposed. In temporal lifting step, the temporal redundancy 
arising from multiple slots within the bank of N-TDLs was exploited by iterative inter/intra-slots tracking for efficient cancelling of ISI, MAI and noise effects. Furthermore, the iterative inter-sensor tracking in spatial lifting step makes possible to overcome the spatial ambiguity related to co/ close directional ways. As illustrated in the simulation results, the application of JADE -Capon method based on ST-MVDR beamformer in conjunction with ISTLP decorrelating scheme makes possible to identify and to jointly estimate the azimuth-DOA and delay of all desired incoming multipath signals. 
